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Abstract: Due to its negative impact on the individual and the organization, pressure is a widespread problem. This study's course is to identify the causes of stress and also to study the effect of socio-demographic variables influencing the levels of stress among female constables. Women's main sources of stress include the complexities of the work environment, over-pressure, work-life balance, and job fatigue in the police profession. Stress levels were studied using the scale of the police Stress Inventory to identify the stressors of the organization and operational stressors. The stress attributes are identified as the main stressors, namely, excessive job demands, lack of organizational resources, policy changes/interventions, sudden organizational change, less likelihood of advancing illness and sudden health issues assigning additional responsibility. In terms of socio-demographic factors, the research leads to recognizing the work stress factors that female police constables are feeling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is unclear the source of the word "stress." It is a common term that in the 14th century came to be used. It meant physical hardship, hunger, torture, and strain experiences. Nevertheless, the term nowadays revolves around the medieval meaning, where "pressure" simply means "hardship." We are told by recent scientific advances that "pressure" is really great for us [1]-[4]. Stress is derived from the Latin word stranger, which means drawing near, and was used in the 17th century to describe rough ship or affliction. Stress denoted force, pressure, strain or strong effort during the late 18th century, referring primarily to an individual or to the organs or mental owners of an individual. Stress happens when people feel that they can't adapt adequately to their solicitations or dangers to their prosperity. Stress results from an interest asset lopsidedness. Stress is the manner in which the body reacts to any condition, and it can truly influence the life of an individual[13]-[19]. However the significance of stress the executives in their lives isn't comprehended by individuals. Great supervisors ought to stay responsible forever, even in unpleasant circumstances, without freezing. Through planning assignments, making normal breaks and restoring them, they oversee pressure

II. OBJECTIVES

1. Identify the personal factors that cause tension among staff
2. To analyze the departmental factors leading to stress among the executives.
3. To study the work related factors creating stress.

A. Limitations

1. The study has the scope of analyzing the reception of personnel regarding stress with personal revelations.
2. Different classifications of the respondents explain the scope of stress severity, stress management in the respective branches of the department

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Meaning and Definition of stress

The word pressure is characterized by the Oxford Dictionary as "a condition of issue including request on physical or mental vitality". It is a condition or conditions (not constantly antagonistic), which can upset the typical physical and emotional wellness of a person. Hans Sale, (1936) the dad of stress has characterized worry as a "vague reaction of the body to any requests made upon it"[5]-[6].

B. Nature of Stress

Hans Sale (1936) the dad of stress said that pressure is the sinec of life and nonattendance of stress is passing. Without worry, there would be no life. Stress isn't in every case essentially hurtful[7]-[8]. He says, "Stress isn't really something awful. Everything relies upon how you take it" Stress can be in this way negative, positive or nonpartisan. As a positive impact, stress can damnation and comes us to activity. It can bring about mindfulness and an energizing new particular. As a negative impact, it can bring about sentiments of misery, dismissal outrage and discouragement which thusly can prompt medical issues, for example, cerebral pains, stomach upsets, rashes, sleep deprivation, ulcers, high blood consoles, coronary illness and stroke.

C. Work Stress

Work pressure is a unique condition where an individual stands up to with a fortuity, requirement or request identified with what the person in question wants and for which the result is gotten to be both sure and significant.

D. Stress Management

Stress management has a constructive way of dealing with pressure to ensure good health and well-being. While pressure is unavoidable in a changing world, there are ways for executives to handle it.
Stress management includes regular rest, physical exercise, interaction with others, space for social activities, and fair self-declaration. Workers need to identify the need for stress management and develop strategies to reduce the impact of disruptive changes at work in order to handle change[9]-[12]. Making improvements at work and learning to reduce stress would allow employees to act more efficiently and adapt. Stress management lets managers come in when change is in danger of becoming unbearable. Ideally, one needs transition to happen in a structured way that allows one to remain calm, confident and hopeful. Stress can cause an individual, as well as the organization, unpredictable and unmeasurable problems. It can cause job-related problems such as negating safety standards, indifferent job performance, quality compromises, disregard for others and the environment, forgetfulness, uncharacteristic clumsiness, defiant authority, defensiveness and violent behaviour.

IV. CONCLUSION

The investigation disclosed Stress because of deficient individual time, Seeing lawbreakers going free, Lack of acknowledgment for good work, Having to go to court, Having to manage the media, Meeting cutoff times, Working extra time, Dealing with emergency circumstances, Lack of fortiety for progression, Competition for headway, Inadequate compensation, Delivering a demise message or awful news are the essential drivers of worry among constables. Further, it observationally examined that age, sexual orientation, religion, administration of the years, conjugal status, salary and the spot of living arrangement in a similar field has critical relationship with feeling of anxiety among constables. The investigation proposes to normally sorting out the preparation projects, advising and therapeutic checkups for stress the executives of ladies constables.
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